AVON COUNTY ROWING CLUB
MINUTES
Committee meeting held at Saltford Rowing Centre, Saltford
Monday, 23 July 2018, at 7:30pm
Present: Antony Constantinidi, Jim Dawson, Penny Senior, Nic Feaver, Patsy Lamb, Clair, Ponting, Julian
Sondheimer and Philippa Sondheimer
Apologies: Helen Wilcox, Will Gray, Jon Garner, Debbie Blackmore
Minutes of Last Meeting: Approved and adopted. Update - The informal women’s sculling event didn’t
happen but is being reorganised
Update Action List:
• Norstar – Penny would like us to keep Norstar and for it to be stored in the West Wing. No
objections, therefore agreed.
• Buoys – Antony reported that Hereford have gone silent. COB replied once but have not taken the
buoys.
• Blade painting – One of the Dads has taken this task on board. Full details of which blades
have/are being painted to be confirmed by Penny.
• Kingswood have agreed to us purchasing their blades, we just need account details to be able to
pay them.
• Carrier tax – Clair P still pursuing.
• Mail Chimp – Philippa is following up.
• Capsize drill will be in September – date to be confirmed.
• Annual dinner – link has been sent via RN.
• Coaching – Philippa has emailed the coach who made contact with us but he has not replied.
• Trailer damage – part of the rack on the trailer sheared away from the main carriage whilst the
boats were being towed to Nottingham. Thankfully no damage was caused to the boats. For
future reference the trailers need to be braced on both sides.
• Session coach in September available for booking now. Action: Penny to put on RN and Philippa to
put on WAGS.
Reports (attached):
Captain and Juniors – Penny reported grand efforts from members of the junior squad against strong opposition at
Nottingham.
Men – Nic is hoping to organise a BBQ for 9 th September.
Women – No matters arising.
Beginners/Development – lots of training for Warwick and several LTR/Development members are very
keen to race – a quad, two 4’s and possibly 3 doubles.
Boathouse Management Committee Issues:

Bristol have approved the budget for next year.
Monkton still to approve but in hand. Rachael Bowers has been in contact – she organises PR and has
asked if we are willing to be one of 10 filming sites for this area. This has been agreed – no objections.
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Welfare: Shay has asked to step down from the role of welfare officer and carol Friend has volunteered

to take over. Antony has already received two glowing references for Carol. Previous experience as a
teacher. All agreed, therefore Carol has been co-opted as welfare officer.
Safety:

Llandaff Sprint accident report to be completed. Ruth caught her thumb, which at first she
thought was broken but has since been in action and is okay. Philippa will update.
Philippa gave feedback on the BR Coxing and Steering online course and suggests we do not use this as
much of the content is not relevant to us and much more is covered by Debbie’s training.
Events: BAR – Julian discussing date with Geoff.

ASH – Jim has ordered medals with the event name on the ribbon.
attached.

A history of the Spring Head is

AAH – no recent meetings.
Monkton – Philippa reported that Monkton has now re-energised itself and will run its own race,
including its own safety and monitoring.
Finance: £16,000 approx to be included for expenditure on new men’s 4.

Debtors have reduced since last meeting.
Subs – need more people to go onto GoCardless.
Admission of New Members:
Full: Hayley Slade, Steven Lake, Audrey Hayes, Diana Ahmed, Dani Brazier, Luisa Zemp, Una Geary
Student: Oliver Rodway, Hannah Gaskin, Ellie Morris
Junior: Morgan Golledge, Imogen Gray, Louisa Franco, Noah Rouse, Ellie Metcalfe
Any Other Business:

Break-in to the West Wing – damage caused to the Eton. Two engines stolen.
Julian has put in the insurance claim. The MuCat is now very old and could be stored outside. The engine
will not be replaced. One of the dragon boaters is looking at putting a hood over the padlock.
Antony has reminded Graham about alarming the West Wing.
Security Cameras – several members are in security and this is being look ed into. It will be cost
dependent.
Julian reported that Peter Jones at UBBC has said they might be going to more provincial regattas – we
could potentially join those races that we don’t already attend as a club.
Antony reported that CART/K&A Canal trust have been allocated a work boat dedicated for the stretch
between Widecombe and Hanham. The work boat is already in place. W/C 3 rd Dec we will be looking for
volunteers for bank clearing. They have said that if we would like to use the boat for a club special event
they are willing for us to use it.
Philippa reported that the River Users committee seems to have collapsed.
Robin Leach has retired from the ASH committee. Robin has contributed 50 years of service.
Committee nominations for the AGM – Nic is going to ask if any of the men would like to stand for men’s
coordinator.
There are spaces available on the committee – coordinators to check with their squad.
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Boat naming ceremony to be included with another event.
AGM – Debbie to please add “Member’s Report” to agenda items.

Date and Time of Next – Monday, 1 October 2018
Reports to be circulated via a virtual meeting on 3 rd September – financial report and any squad
wins/updates.
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ACRC Men’s Squad Report 23 rd July 2018
The Men’s Squad wish Will Gray a speedy and full recovery after his heart attack and surgery earlier this
month. 2 weeks on and Will is back on the erg!
Bob, Antony, Jon B, Jim, Jon G, Mike C, Adam and Steve T raced E8+ at Henley Masters. London RC (last
year’s winners) took an early lead. However, once the guys got control of the adrenalin rush and settled
into their race pace they closed the gap and had their best row yet. Everyone enjoyed the race and the
Henley Masters Experience, so next year the guys aim to na rrow that gap even more. Seat racing, having
a common squad goal and coaching has been a positive step forwards for the competitive racers.
Geoff and Alasdair enterd E2- at Llandaff Regatta, having taken advantage of this heat wave and been out
training as much as they can. Unfortunately a strong Ross 2 - crossed the finish line first.
Next races are Bewdley, Stourport and Gloucester Regattas. An end of season BBQ is being planned with
some blade painting and maintenance thrown in for good measure.
Women’s Squad Report, July 2018
Races

Henley Masters

Kath, Sal, Nic and Helen G raced in the coxless 4 but sadly didn’t get through their quarter -final.

Llandaff

Philippa, Ange E, Ruth and Marian were the first race of the day but were sadly beaten by Swans ea.
Chloe, Hannah T, Charlotte R, and Tanya, coxed by Philippa won in the women’s senior coxed fours.
Marian, Clair P, Liz, Kirsty, Jo Hunt, Chloe, Charlotte R and Hannah T, coxed by Patsy won the women’s
senior coxed 8’s.
Several other races were scratched due to lack of opposition or injury.

Next races: Bewdley, Stourport, Warwick and Gloucester
Carol’s coxed quad are racing at Bewdley this weekend.
Single Sculls
I’ve been asked to run another singles training afternoon, so I will offer some impromptu sessions,
probably this weekend and a weekend in August. Having use of the Monkton stable singles is really
helpful and I hope to get some more ladies into those boats.

Report of the Beginner Coordinator, Clair Ponting
July 2018
Spring graduates did their small boats afternoon on 23 June. 5 of them got into fine singles although
they haven’t plucked up the courage to do it again yet. 1 went for a swim, another single turned in
front of her despite her shouting (very loudly!!) and she panicked trying to keep out of the way and
capsized. She swam back to the pontoon with the boat etc, jumped out, put dry clothes on and got
back in! All loved the afternoon of freedom experiencing different things such as the Monkton Float
boats and fine singles and doubles. We had a lovely picnic too although we brought far too much!!
Something to be repeated!
Training is going well for those rowing at Warwick on 18 August. So far confirmed, 1 mens 4+, 1
ladies 4+ and 1 ladies 4x+. 1 ladies 2x is 95% definite, 1 mens 2x is 70% definite and the other
ladies 2x is only 50% definite following a capsize when putting on pressure, they are trying to get their
confidence back although progress good as they put on pressure on Sunday and even tried a very
controlled and very slow racing start!
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Summer beginners graduated the Learn to Row course on 22 July. Am emailing them today or
tomorrow to advise the next steps but most want to continue with many fancying racing at Upton on 9
September. Some people attending the LTR haven’t turned up for many sessions and therefore I’m
recommending them to re-do the course with the Autumn batch to see if they have the ability or
commitment needed. 1 lady sadly had to pull out of the course as she needed surgery on her thumb
after she damaged it in an accident with a paving slab!! She only attended 2 or 3 sessions so we
refunded her most of the fee.
Autumn beginners Tasters start 26/27 July and 4/5 August. There will be 4 each day so that I can
manage them myself. There will be 3 or 4 joining them from the Summer course so this will mean we
are a squad of 12.
All the others interested in the autumn course were contacted and advised “due to unforeseen
circumstances the course couldn’t run”, and would they like to remain on my waiting list for next year,
also suggesting that if they didn’t wish to wait until Spring 2019 that Ariel were running a course in
September. I didn’t have many replies to say yes keep me on waiting list but I don’t mind, I’ve had 7
enquiries in the last 4 days (before Power8s!).
Workshops, I’m working on another small boats afternoon as the first proved so successful. Hoping
for this in September. Racing afternoon is in the planning stage but it being holiday time this is
proving hard to pin down but is necessary to do before Warwick so the crews competing there know
what it feels like with a boat along side.
Safety I’m aware that the Summer batch haven’t had their safety briefing with Philippa but as the
Autumn batch are just about to get underway, I will make sure that everyone has their briefing very
soon.
Capsize drill – as the beginners are getting more experienced now and wanting to do smaller fine
boats, please can we have a capsize drill? It makes sense for the 3 batches to do it together and we
are looking at going for a curry afterwards as a squad social.
Thanks must go to Penny, Debbie, Philippa, Julian, Charlotte Hook, Chloe Penman, Patsy, Ange Scott,
Ivor Blackmore and Abi Shears for their continued help. Also to the Spring batch who are mucking in
and helping out. One of the men from the Summer batch, his wife has coxed at Manchester Uni for 3
years and she is dying to get back to it following the arrival of her second daughter, I’ve met her and
as soon as she feels able will introduce her to Patsy although I have asked if she would be prepared to
cox the Warwick Men’s 4 in Norstar this weekend as I won’t fit in the boat (which Penny has re-rigged
to help the beginners squad until its fate can be decided).
Many of the beginners squad have very useful jobs that we might be able to utilise at times, we have a
commercial lawyer, many IT guys, some engineers, some medical professionals, an ex police officer
who works in security now, a book-keeper, someone in Planning sphere and a builder and teacher
about to start. Everyone is very happy to lend their expertise to us if we need it.
I am happy to stand again as Beginner Coordinator and have many ideas of how we can improve the
experience for beginners next year. I will liaise with Debbie and Penny with my ideas before bringing
back to the table to discuss at the first committee meeting of the next term. The big issue is the lack
of regular helpers and hopefully my ideas will address this. I’m in favour of keeping the charging
structure again for next year: £10 for tasters; £100 for the LTR to include BR Silver membership,
useful handbook and t-shirt. Also happy if the committee decides to uplift to £110 for the next year as
silver membership and things increase. It is quite remarkable how much money has been generated
by this.
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Safety Report for Committee July 2018
Incidents 2017/8
Incidents since the previous meeting
Date

Description

Report no

23.6.18

On footpath by pontoons. A member of the public who was running along the
footpath tripped and fell over the rope which was holding the launch trailer in place.
As Patsy was bringing the launch up to the trailer, no-one was near the trailer. It was
sunny and the runner had sunglasses on so possibly couldn’t see the hazard very
well. She was comforted by rowers and cleaned up and then continued running.

11242

As the women were pulling the launch trailer up the path, Lynne Miller caught her
heel in the wheel, resulting in a small bruise.

11243

23.6.18

Katherine Greenhead fell out of single scull – first outing – capsize due to
inexperience

11244

24.6.18

Debbie Blackmore and Gillian Beer in Crabbe. MNK single MNK 101 out of his
water, collided with AVN crew in their water. Stroke of 2x hit on head ( no treatment
needed ) with MNK blade. Stroke side blade of bow in the double snapped in two.
MNK coach ( Simon Brown ) picked up the AVN crew in the launch, returned them to
the pontoon and offered to repair or, if necessary, replace the broken blade. AVN
crew felt that MNK dealt with the situation very professionally.

11024

Charlotte, Ruth, Anna and Ange E in Chris Hopper hit Nic, Sal, Kath and Helen in
Andrew Barton between the top bridge and the sluice. No stream, no wind, flat calm.
Nic reports that the quad was completely on the wrong side of the river and sculled
into the 4-. The 4- shouted a warning and held the boat up but the quad was slow to
react. The boats hit and the quad blades scraped the hull of AB on stroke side and
also caught the steering wires at the stern of AB ripping the wire out of bow’s
steering footplate.

11246

1.7.18

Wendy and Nichole fell out of Ogley on the bendy bits. Got back in, no damage to
crew or boat. Reported in equipment book!

11245

1.7.18

Carol and Chrissie in a 2x ( Marcus ) got the bow stuck in a tree. Chrissie held all 4
blades while Carol shimmied along the bow and freed them by lifting and lowering
branches around the bow ball. Outing resumed with no damage to people or boat.

11248

15.7.18

Al Llandaff Sprint, while loading Chris Hopper, Ruth Bardell’s thumb got caught. Had
an X ray but damage as yet unclear.

Not till injury
clarified.

11:00

23.6.18
11:00

09:45

26.6.18
7:30

Issues
Reporting – See above. Please can we make sure we report all incidents in the right place
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The Coxing/Steering Certificate - a self-guided learning resource for coxes/steerspeople with some experience and
who would like to take their skill to the next level and test their ability. It is also an opportunity for clubs to assess
the competence of the coxes / steerspeople.
You have ideally to have done the online “Introduction to Coxing”. This takes about 25 minutes and is a bit of an odd
mixture, ranging from very basic ( useful ) stuff to attaching to a stake boat in a cross wind. Unless I am making a
muddle, it doesn’t seem to address bow steering specifically.
Then the Certificate is designed to be mentored, run and assessed within a club. It covers the same material as the
online Intro Course but in more detail. Still no hints for bow steersmen.
Subs report July 2018
The bank statement emerges on 8th so everything below relates to figures up to 8th July.
Money
Category

Due

Collected

Current ordinary members’ subs, debts, racking
LTR
Bath Spa

38045
3720
1232

11667
3720
0

Total

42,997

15,387

This includes the main Go Cardless subs payment on 5 th July but does not include any payments from Bath Spa for
April and May ( we missed a trick there - need to send the invoice earlier next year ). It assumes that only the 14
April racers from Bath Spa will continue after the summer.
We are now collecting over £2000 in subs by GoCardless each month. If people could remember to cancel their
standing orders when they change to GCL and to cancel their GCL mandate when they leave, life could be even
easier.
Membership numbers
Type

Number

Full
Coach
Student
Vac Student
Junior
Taster only
LTR Taster + Course
Jfam – 1 parent
Jfam2 – 2 parents
Bath Spa
Leavers this FY

118
2
4
10
40
3
25
7
2
14
44

Total exc Leavers

225

No-one seems to be worried about participation/BR licence numbers any more so I do not report them. We register
our adult beginners as part of their LTR fee.
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